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1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

The ability to exploit the unique balance of properties offered by the wide variety of compounds and mixtures of compounds that fall under the heading of ceramics has enabled many technological changes, and will enable many more in coming years. The microelectronic revolution, or “Silicon Age”, would not be possible without the concurrent advances in ceramic substrate materials and processing. The future of “smart materials” will depend heavily on advanced ceramic systems, as will micromachines for high temperature and chemically aggressive environments. One of the most pervasive and attractive, yet most elusive, objectives has been use of ceramics in high temperature structural applications. The higher operating temperatures thereby enabled will provide substantial increases in efficiency and performance with reduced environmental impact.

The primary problem has been the low fracture toughness that comes with the array of more attractive properties of monolithic ceramics. This problem was effectively dealt with by the introduction of continuous-fiber ceramic composites. However, the toughness of composites was found to be dependent on controlled low-strength fiber-matrix interfaces, which was in turn dependent on fiber coatings that unfortunately also imparted environmental resistance problems. There were also problems with the stability of the fibers themselves; however, while there is still room for improvement, significant progress on improved fibers has been made. The Ceramics Group chose to focus effort on the problem of oxidation resistant interface control. This was both the most difficult problem -- probably requiring a long term, comprehensive attack -- and the one receiving the least attention.

There are numerous interrelated issues that must be addressed as part of the composite interface control effort. The crack deflection event has a complex dependence on the fracture properties of the constituents. Hence, in addition to designed oxide coatings for both oxide and non-oxide fibers, substantial activity has pursued understanding and controlling fiber degradation, isolating and understanding aspects of the failure process, designing processes and tests that provide definitive criteria for evaluation. We strive to focus our attack on basic issues that make a permanent contribution to the literature in ways that are more broadly meaningful than simply composite development. We have built the capabilities to meaningfully address these issues and have become the world leaders in this effort. Recently, progress has become quite rapid and we hope to see significant transition to practice in the near future.
OBJECTIVE

The overall objective of the Ceramics Research Group is to provide the key missing scientific links necessary to enable the development of new materials systems for applications of major importance to the Air Force. Our current objective is the establishment of the foundation of knowledge and understanding to enable the development of fibrous ceramic composites with properties that sum to no less than a revolution high temperature materials.

3. APPROACH

(a) Deduce and evaluate approaches to oxidation resistant control of the fiber/matrix interface.

(b) Determine factors controlling mechanical response of brittle-matrix composites through interactive theoretical and experimental studies in mechanics.

(c) Determine strategies for the design and practical fabrication of high temperature composites.

(d) Design and evaluate innovative microstructures for tough “in-situ” composites.

4. RESULTS

4.1 Summary

There are numerous interrelated issues that are being addressed as part of the composite interface control effort. Crack deflection is a complex function of the fracture properties of the constituents. Hence, in addition to designed oxide coatings for both oxide and non-oxide fibers, substantial activity has pursued understanding and controlling fiber degradation, isolating and understanding aspects of the failure process, designing processes and tests that provide definitive criteria for evaluation.

These efforts have resulted in the identification and solution of a persistent and pervasive problem with fiber degradation during coating. This has finally enabled evaluation of the coatings in real composites made both in-house and as part of numerous collaborations with industry, academe and other government laboratories. This in turn led to the recent definitive proof of the viability of oxide coating approaches in real composites.

With this recent definitive demonstration of oxide coating viability, the specific focus is shifting towards understanding how best to design the overall composite system to best employ the new coatings. The word “design” is used in the sense of the choice of the basic constituents of the composites and the choice and execution of the nano and microstructures of the constituents, and the micro and macrostructures of the composites.

Collaborative research with the Combustion Research Group of PRSF has indicated that oxide-oxide composites are viable candidates, with respect to the most basic requirements, for an
innovative new turbine engine combustor, but will require careful design to control thermal stresses. This work has been considering current technology coatingless composites, but coated-fiber composites will be introduced as appropriate. This work has led to several innovations (including one patent, one patent pending) on materials approaches to thermal stress control.

4.2 Narrative

The following narrative attempts to touch on a few high points and give a flavor for the nature and overall flow of the work done. It is by no means comprehensive, sacrifices rigor for brevity and is meant to provide context for the accompanying bibliography and the review.

Our early research in this area was concentrated in three areas: identification of the required coating properties and associated governing mechanics, identification of viable coating schemes, and coating processing by solution chemistry and CVD. This work was successful in establishing criteria that coatings must meet and in developing the science base to measure them. It was also successful in identifying and screening numerous concepts and in establishing potential viability of several. Furthermore, it was successful in developing a new, practical, solution-based process for coating fiber tows (subject of several patents).

The first of these areas, measurement and interpretation of interface properties, provides an example of the synergistic interaction between analytical and experimental work. It is also a fine example of the power of asking the right question. We developed an analytical model for fiber pushout/pullout behavior while simultaneously devising an experimental protocol. When we compared friction values obtained from two different regions of the experiment with one derived using the model, they were significantly different. We initially suspected the model, but eventually asked the right question: Suppose both values are correct? That led us to postulate a progressive contribution of roughness to the friction, which was immediately borne out by an inspired experiment devised by Dr. Jero; again growing out of the discussions comparing experiments and models.

A second model addressing progressive roughness produced yet another fine example of the power of concurrent modeling and experiment. This analysis predicted significantly different pushout load-deflection curves for some cases, but such curves had never been reported or observed in our lab. Subsequently collaborators at the University of Bordeaux were found to be enthusiastic about a new family of composites with higher than usual interfacial friction and very good composite properties, but perplexing pushout curves. A variation of our analysis fully explained the curves and enabled reduction of data from them. Recent work on Nextel-reinforced Blackglas composites with monazite, BN, or porous ZrSiO interfacial coatings demonstrated behavior atypical of conventional composites, but completely consistent with the progressive roughness model. It appears that nearly all of the latest oxide coatings require the progressive roughness analysis to reduce the data to materials properties; hence, the investment in modeling of a postulated phenomenon ultimately paid off well.

A related aspect of this work centered on anticipating issues that would be raised by the substitution of new fiber coatings in composites. We introduced the entire topic of composite design in the sense of adjusting microstructural-level geometry and constituent elastic properties in a complimentary fashion to achieve the desired composite behavior. We also applied these insights to
existing studies and devised simple means to introduce previously overlooked factors into existing models.

As noted above, a number of different approaches to interface control have been evaluated to varying degrees. The fugitive coating concept was demonstrated to be a viable approach for oxide composites, though not without limitations. The sacrifice in off-axis properties was felt to limit possible application and placing the results in the literature was felt to be sufficient transition. Several other approaches had shown promise, but there were lingering questions or significant challenges remaining for most of them. For example, hexaluminates were found to cleave easily enough on basal planes to deflect cracks, and processes to obtain the correct microstructure were developed. However, despite remarkable progress in identifying phase stabilizers to reduce process temperatures, they remain a little too high for the current generation of polycrystalline fibers. By late FY98, it was decided to focus additional effort on a single coating approach and move it to a definitive determination. LaPO$_4$ monazite, originally proposed by researchers at the Rockwell Science Center, was chosen as being somewhat ahead of other approaches in terms of all aspects of the problem, in part due to our own efforts on the coating process in support of an ML managed DARPA funded activity.

During the course of experimental work on coatings, it was quickly discovered that both oxide and non-oxide ceramic fibers are much less robust to the seemingly relatively benign coating processes than previously thought. This led to a significant research activity investigating the mechanisms of degradation, an inherently interesting and important question, and to the elimination of the problem in coating. Research to identify the source of fiber degradation identified stress-corrosion cracking from vapor phase intermediates during coating as a probable cause. A set of experiments to test this hypothesis was designed. The vapor phase components were determined by mass spectrometry. Fibers were then exposed in a manner mimicking the coating process but with isolated combinations of the gases. Significant differences were observed, but the results do not correspond to straightforward models. Nevertheless, this work led to a new approach involving a refined process leading to a much purer sol, and a new variation of the chemistry. This approach yielded remarkably improved results. The substantial degradation previously observed was completely absent for both oxide and SiC based fibers. The processing/fiber degradation breakthrough was confirmed for LaPO$_4$ monazite coatings on a wide variety of fibers. Multiple coating passes were found to be effective in obtaining a variety of thicknesses of coating over a realistic range for composite use, and coverage was found to be essentially complete. As noted above, rather than each coating cycle severely degrading the fiber, each pass actually increases the strength. This result is surprising because investigation confirms that it is extremely unlikely that the coating carries significant load. Evaluation of coated-fiber composite performance implies that the coatings may play a significant role in protecting the fibers from forms of environmental degradation that were not even known to exist, and this may be the source of the effect. Research on mechanisms is briefly addressed in a paragraph below.

Surprising room-temperature fiber pushout results reported by RSC researchers led to TEM investigations at ML that uncovered substantial plasticity in LaPO$_4$ (monazite) coatings. Related results and general questions on the details of debonding and sliding led to an experiment that produced a remarkable sequence of TEM images detailing the entire length of the debonding crack in a partially debonded pushout specimen. This specimen has exploded assumptions about the basic
character of the debonding process in monazite coatings and is providing considerable new insight into the process. Moreover, it is providing abundant evidence for the surprising role of true plasticity via dislocations and deformation twinning. Details of the twinning and dislocation processes have been determined. The analysis of deformation twinning is groundbreaking in that it is the first on such a complex compound and shows that the governing energetic factor is indeed different than in simpler materials.

Dense Nextel™ 720/monazite/Blackglas™ minicomposites were fabricated and tensile tested, revealing improved strength over control samples with no interfacial coatings. Although little fiber pullout was seen on the fracture surfaces of these minicomposites, push-in testing demonstrated that the monazite did debond readily. Applying the progressive roughness model to the push-in data revealed a low debond energy (1 J/m²), a friction coefficient of 0.2, and an interfacial shear stress in the sliding regime of 18 MPa. The absence of significant pullout lengths may be attributed, in part, to the roughness of the monazite coatings. Nevertheless, the results for this coating continue to be very promising. By the end of FY99 we believed proof-of-principal to be in-hand, though there were no results on true tow-reinforced composites with thin fiber coatings.

In FY00, we began focussing on exploiting the breakthrough in fiber coating to pursue definitive evaluation of new coatings in true composites. Initial focus remained on monazite as the fiber coating. The solution of the fiber degradation problem has proven to be the expected watershed development in that the proper evaluation of oxide coatings is now proceeding at a faster pace. Coated fibers of six different types, two oxides and four SiC based, have been provided to industry, academia and other government labs for incorporation into composites and mini-composites for evaluation of coating performance (Appendix C). This hands-on experience also provides a mechanism for rapid and effective transition of technology. Composites and micro-mini composites have been fabricated in-house to the same end. Internal composite processing research has very recently generated a new system better suited for the evaluation and use of the new coatings. Preliminary results of both internally produced and collaborative composites imply an immediate 100C improvement in composite use temperature, though much refinement will be required to fully exploit the new coatings. Most importantly, these composites have finally provided definitive proof that oxide coatings can perform the vital role of deflecting cracks and activating distributed damage failure in real, yarn reinforced composites.

While the tow coating process is straightforward and relatively economical, cloth/preform coating could bring down the cost of processing durable ceramic composites, and reduce the possibility of coating damage, particularly in complex architectures. We have undertaken several modest exploratory efforts to evaluate approaches to cloth coating. These have included investigations of manipulation of the surface charges on fibers and colloidal particles, and freeze-gelation and sublimation: an innovative process studied in earlier work. However, while there were some promising aspects of the results, they have failed to achieve even modest levels of uniformity and coverage of fibers.

As part of the evaluation of coated fibers, both uncoated and monazite coated Tyranno-SA SiC fibers were exposed to oxidizing conditions. Monazite coated fibers apparently oxidized at a much lower rate than uncoated fibers. The scales were far thinner than accountable by diffusivity in the monazite coating, and far more uniform than the coatings, implying some other mechanism. More rigorous investigation including thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), analytical microscopy and
surface doping has been conducted to confirm the effect and investigate kinetics mechanisms. The evidence points to effects of very dilute fiber dopants that are negated by the coating, but definitive proof of the mechanisms has not yet been obtained. This finding could also be of great importance in areas other than fibrous composites. We have initiated an invention disclosure.

For the last three years we have been engaged in an AFOSR Entrepreneurial Research collaborative program with the AFRL Propulsion and Power Directorate (PRSF) entitled “Ultra Compact Ceramic Combustor (UC³)”. The ML half has been collaborative with the Behavior & Life Prediction Group and the Mechanics Group. This investigation of an innovative composite combustor and enabling materials led to three innovative ideas for thermal stress control in oxide composites. Two of these led to invention disclosures and, so far, one patent. The activity has moved forward on several parallel fronts. A critical subelement and suitable boundary conditions were identified, and modeled by RG 2.3, in order to evaluate the viability of oxide composites for such applications. For example, it was determined that a single piece shell design would have excessive thermal stresses, but relatively simple design approaches can manage the stresses. For example, a multi-piece approach that breaks the component into three regions spanning smaller temperature differentials reduces the stresses to quite low levels.

The UC³ activity will finish devising a strategy for the evaluation and introduction of a substantially new material – oxide composites – for a turbine engine part using a much more integrated approach than is convention. It will identify the critical issues and best subelements for benchmark tests. In addition, it will have determined a preliminary conclusion on viability of oxides and a strategy for introduction of suitable composite components.

Related studies have been performing experimental evaluation of the barrier layer and mixed fiber composite approaches to thermal stress management. A patent application was filed on the latter, along with a subsequent one on a broader interpretation of the idea (see hybrid composites below). We have also been active in the task to integrate the simulation activities in the two Directorates. This will greatly facilitate a more integrated approach to materials evaluation and application. Microstructural and mechanistic evaluations have progressed on a continuing basis in support of all the UC³ tasks.

A spin-off of a porous oxide coating study has demonstrated an improved porous-matrix composite system. Preliminary testing has shown a 100 C advantage over current systems using the same fiber. Transition discussions are underway.

We will continue to pursue applications for near-term composites, such as improved porous-matrix materials. We will develop such ideas on an opportunistic basis, but will continue to focus on determining the viability of ceramic composites for the more aggressive, broadest payoff applications.

In summary, our substantial effort in this area is beginning to pay off in rapid progress toward multifaceted evaluation of the technology in multiple organizations. We will continue to aggressively pursue that end, and to simultaneously pursue transition-to-practice and anticipation of problems associated with actual application. If progress continues in the current positive direction, real impact of our research on Air Force systems may not be far away.
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